Empowering Healthcare – Safe, Flexible, Compliant
The healthcare and pharmaceutical industries are well known for their rigorous, always evolving regulations
that apply to data. As new legislation surfaces, and these protocols grow even more demanding, it’s more
important than ever to leverage technology designed to improve patient care and keep costs under control.
NYI offers secure, HIPAA, PCI, SOC1/SOC2-compliant and SSAE 16-certified data centers. Our facilities are
owned, operated and optimized to comply with any new standards that may apply in the future.
Why do top Healthcare providers use NYI?
• Customized solutions with direct access to enterprise
cloud, colocation and hybrid deployments
• Data centers with 99.9999% uptime in strategic
locations including - Manhattan, central New Jersey,
Los Angeles and Seattle
• Flexible, future-proof infrastructure designed to
lower IT costs and increase performance

Award winning support from on-site
NYI technicians 24x7x365

Easy access to key data centers &
customer locations in US metro areas

Optimized, fully managed solutions
built for your business

Owned & operated Data Centers:
Increased responsiveness and
resiliency for your business

Fastest deployment & turnaround
times in our industry

- HIPAA, SOC1/SOC2, PCI Compliant
- SSAE16 Certified

• In-house healthcare industry specialists to assist
with solution design and deployments
• Earth-Friendly – Cold Aisle Containment at all NYI
Data Centers mean more efficient, environmentally
friendly operations

We’ve worked with organizations like Washington Hospital and Columbia University Medical Center for many
years, as a result we understand the specific IT needs of the healthcare industry. NYI is able to create customized
solutions to overcome your challenges - from fully managed private networks for secure network connectivity
to infrastructure support for the growth of Electronic Medical Records functions.
Healthcare Client Snapshot:
Alliance Life Services | Caduceus, Inc. | Columbia University Medical Center | Mobile Health |
Oak Tree Storage | Washington Hospital | Enzon Pharmaceuticals | Murray Hill Medical Group

“NYI has been an invaluable technology partner.
Their flexibility and time-to-market made all
the difference at a moment when we needed a
customized, business-critical solution.”
— Tim Norris, Director, Information Systems,
Alliance Life Sciences
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